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It is shown that on the months to years time scale, accelerator tunnels built in compacted geological
jtrata exhibit a movement of the floor systematic (unidirectional) in each point. Attempts to character-

ize the movement through one global number (a crms> deviation) based on a random model are
conceptionally wrong and can only lead to erroneous design decisions for future accelerators. In the
extrapolation limit, differences are especially pronounced for differential movements in the case of
short (days) time spans, and for accumulated movements in the case of long (years) time spans.

The work described here evolved while I was on sabbatical leave in the Accelerator Physics group of
the SPS/LEP division at CERN during the 1991/92 running period. I was fascinated to learn that re-
ducing the LEP <rms> orbit of a new fill to a level suited for collisions with good luminosity and low
background, a task which should have taken no longer than 15 minutes, took the astonishing time of
more than two hours. This took valuable time, comprising the highest luminosity, away from the collid-
ing physics program. Furthermore, in the end, only a modest level of vertical <rms> deviation, typi-
cally between 0.6 to 0.9 mm, could be achieved. This was a level not understandable from either the
(1) experience of the previous year nor from (2) reasonable assumptions about how the physical
alignment of LEP, a tunnel completely bored underground in compacted stone, could have changed
in the intewening time. Worse, as the months went by, the situation seemed to deteriorate rapidly.

Naturally, among other possibilities, misalignment due to long-term tunnel floor movements quickly
became suspect. In looking at the experimental evidence 1followed what I call the Fischer Princip/e
“Every Ground Motion has a Definite Explanation” (rain, drought, summer, winter, cracks in the floor,
a cut, a hill, an earthquake fault...). No evidence was found of a fundamental physics law which could
explain the more than 15 years of ground motion data covered in the investigation. Nor was it neces-
sary for analysis. Horizontal and vertical movements have generally been found to be about equal in
magnitude because the geological forces inside of mountains involved are such that gravity does not

~play a major role. The following investigation focuses on vertical movements, more important for
classical storage rings. It deals only with motions in the months to years region and does not addres
the wide and impotiant field of vibrations with time scales of 1 sec or less. Nevertheless, one can
rightfully extrapolate the type of motion investigated, which is characterized by a resulting yearly
change in <-rms> of 0.15 mm/year, to the low end of validity: one day or some such similar time.

To explain the conceptual difficulties in understanding the root cause(s) of LEP’s difficulties, a little
historical digression is in order. Since its invention in 1953 by Courant and Snyder [Courant 1958],
strong focusing has been the basis for much of the improvement in performance of accelerators and
storage rings. There are concurrent increased demands on alignment tolerances, but over the years it
was. recognized that absolute positioning of magnetic elements is not essential, that mainly relative
(element to element) smoothness is important, thus greatly easing the task on hand. How exactly
smoothness is defined we will not discuss here; let’s for now assume the concept is self-understood
(smoothness may mean quite different things in different context, see e.g., the discussion of smooth-
ing concepts in [Ruland 1991]). In the context of smoothing, the alignment crms> deviation from an
ideal or smooth reference orbit became an important parameter for machine physicists. Accelerator
simulations were designed to investigate what <rms>, independent of source, would be sufficient for
satisfactory operation. No particular effort was made to understand the root causes for the move-
ments underlying <rms> deviations. In the course of these accelerator studies, often an artificial cut-
off on the misalignment distribution of 3 sigma (or even less, as in the case of LEP) was arbitrarily
imposed without any basis Ihat such an achievement might even be possible from the actual experi-
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ence of surveying theory and practice.l

In principle, it is possible with enough beam position measuring devices (BPM’s) and a corresponding
number of correctors, to center the beam in each quadruple, that is to reduce the “operational”
crms> orbit deviation, and thus “smooth” the machine operationally. In practice it was found that the ~
luminosity in storage rings depended mainly on the physical alignment of quadruples and did im-
prove dramatically after each re-alignment.

The concept of smoothness has led to the development of many wondedul techniques to achieve it,
e.g., the non-parametrical principal curve analysis [Friedsam 1989], and other, less exotic and more -
~arametrical least sauare fit based methods (splines and polynomials to name a few), and more re-
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Figure 1 Histogram of horizontal adjustments required
during the installation of 300 alternate gradient magnets in
the SLC South Arc. Outliers are found up to 9 standard de-
viations.

cently bea-m based alignment. This new dogma
(smoothness) has led to many successes like the
principal curve based alignment of the Stanford
Linear Collider (SLC) arcs [Pitthan 1987] or the
beam based alignment of the Stanford Linear Ac-
celerator itself [Adolphson 1989], where without
either, SLC would not work. But these were suc-
cesses achieved without paying attention to the
actual absolute movements of tunnel floors andor
the machine elements attached to it.

Because by their very nature, smoothing methods
produce deviations (from the thus defined mean)
which are more or less Gaussian (normal) distrib-
uted. That is, seemingly they are the result of a
random underlying process (the movement). This
paper will show, for the first time, that on the time
scale of months to years in actuality many accel-
erator tunnels do not move in a random but rather
in a systematic way, probably due to persistent

geological forces, and that exact and simple mathematical prescription can distinguish between ran-
;dom and systematic movement.

proponents of the random model [Baklakov 1991] have complained that each accelerator builder L

claims that his or her tunnel is special. Such statements miss the whole point. It is not only each tun-
nel which, due to geological uniqueness, is particular, it is each point in each tunnel which is special
because of its history. For example, for PEP (used as an example below) one needs to know which
part is built on fill (where it.sinks), where and when synchrotron light beam lines were built, where and
when the SLC Collider hall was excavated, and so on. All these historical actions were the cause for
distinct, identifiable movements of certain areas in PEP. For LEP, which does not use monuments at
all because the alignment method uses a more modern concept of smoothing, one has to know in
addition which magnets were adjusted, taken out for repair and replaced, and such similar happen-
ings. For the measurements used in this paper all such contaminated data have been carefully cor-
rected or excluded, respectively.

It was observed that there were strange outliers in many alignment distributions, but these were gen-
erally attributed to human error in the positioning process, a prevalent assumption which probably
was wrong. Figure 1 shows an example from the alignment of the South Arc of the Stanford Linear
Collider. While close to 90Y~ (2 standard deviations) of the 300 elements are within 0.2 mm, there are
outliers up to 1 mm (9 sigma!), clearly not a Gaussian distribution, and definitively not one which

‘ The choice of 2.4 sigma as cut-~ff for-LEP, e.g,, was predicated on the failure of simulation programs to find valid solutions
for larger values. With higher cuts on <rms> from random numbers the orbit in the simulations sometimes was unstable or
the machine was anti-damped [Keil 1992].
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would justify a cut-off at 3 sigma or less, but one
which is quite typical for actual misalignments
found in the field if enough time has elapsed since
the last alignment (see, e.g., Figure 5 below).

Because of the validating successes of smoothing
techniques for machine element positioning, not
much effort has been expended in recent years on
investigating long-range tunnel movements in both
the space and time domain. But the absolute
movements still do matter, be it only to estimate in
the design phase what (1) the maximum travel of
the adjustment system should be or (2) how often
an accelerator or a beam line has to be-realigned.
In view of the strong cost implications of these two
points alone, it is not quite rational that there never
has been a systematic look into the global experi-
ence with tunnel floor movements in different ac-
celerator laboratories.
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Figure 2 Accumulated maximum vertical movements of
PEP monuments, independent of location, with distance as
parameter.

The oldest published local long-term study is the SLAC LINAC Fresnel lens laser alignment data col-
lected by the late Gerhard E. (Gerry) Fischer (for his data, see [Fischer 92]). In a sense, these data
are too good for they are too easily understood.

The LINAC is straight, thus lending itself to the use of a laser alignment system. Furthermore, the
SLAC LINAC tunnel is not a bored tunnel; it was built with a cut-and-cover technique designed to
minimize the earthwork needed. Consequently, the movements of the LINAC housing were easy to
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interpret following the Fischer Princip/e: it sank
where built on fill, rebounded in the cuts, slid
sideways on the hills, and jumped along a fault
line during the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake.
Thus, not much can be learned from the SLAC
LINAC for the problems of the movements of a
bored tunnel.

PEP at SLAC is more instructive. Originally col-
lected in preparation for the construction of SLC,
the data in Figure 2 shows an updated represen-
tation of the data from the hydrostatic level system
of PEP [Linker 1982].

Figure 3 Accumulated movement of so-me PEP vertical The obse~ed movements of uP to over 12 mm in
monuments durina the same time span as Figure 2. The 10- 6 vears, and the assumption that the SLC tunnei
cal rise in curves ;bove the dashed’ lines are-believed to be flo~r would move sirnil~rly, had great impact on
due to the unusually heaw rainfall in the winters of 1981 the tolerances eventually adoptedfor theSLC arc
and 1982. Data for monument 223 and 245 breaks off be-
cause of construction activity in the vicinity, as outlined in alignment: they were made larger, or at least ef-
the text. forts by the machine physicists to design the ma-
chine to magnet-to-magnet tolerances below 0.1 mm for next neighbor accuracy were rejected.

Even more startling is Figure 3, gleaned from the same set of data: it shows that the tunnel moves in
a syste-matic, as opposed to random, fashion. That is, once a particular piece of tunnel moved in one
direction, it never seemed to reverse the direction of movement. But Figure 3 also shows other impor-
tant truths: (1) even for underground structures the seasonal changes and inclement weather have a
short-term effect superimposed over the long-term trend and (2) the upward movement seems to be
larger and more sustained than the settling motions, albeit slower in starting.
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A closer look at existing long-term data from CERN [Quesnel 1988] and SLAC shows that indeed the
measured movements of accelerator tunnels built in compacted geological strata (i.e., not sand like at
DESY) are far from random. To the contraw, most points in a tunnel move in one direction only. More
impotiant, this is the more pronounced the-bigger ~he rate of movement is; that is, the higher-the im-
pact on machine operation.

The effort to understand possible causes of the
large <rms> orbit deviations in LEP and the opera-
tional difficulties to reduce those in a timely manner
at each fill, led at first to the discovery that the axis’
of beam orbit measuring devices were different
from that assumed in the machine control software
(but not different from what certain experts knew).
Later it was found that the accrued misalignment of
the machine was much worse than assumed. The
first topic has been documented [Pitthan 1992] and
in the meantime has led to novel efforts to deter-
mine the relation of the center of a BPM to the
center of a quadruple next to it after installation (K
modulation, [Schmidt 1994]). Here we will deal with
the second topic. We will show, mathematically
without ambiguity, that the individual movements in
the LEP. Iunnel ,are predominantly systematic
(unidirectional) and not random in nature and thus
explain the rapid degradation of the physical align-
ment of LEP between 1991 and 1993. There are
lessons to be learned for the maintenance alignment, as contrasted to the installation alignment, of
LHC and other future large accelerators.
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Figure 4 LEP Polarization as a function of operational
crms> orbit deviation. circles 91/92, square 90/91. The
precise shape of the theoretical curve depends on the ma-
chine imperfections and has been matched to the points.

In order to understand the machine physics background, one must recall that in the early 90’s an ef-
fort was made at LEP to explore the possibility of runnina with polarization. simulations had shown
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Figure 5- Comparison between the vertical design distribu-
tion (crms>=O. 1mm), validated by control suweys in 1989,
and the experimentally found distribution of 267 quad-
ruples distributed over all of LEP in 1992 (crms>=O.52
mm). Positive (up) outliers are found up to 9 standard de---
viations.
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that go~d polarization (let’s say > 15Y0) could only
be achieved if the <rms> orbit deviation in the op-
erating machine could be brought below 0.6 mm. ~
The desired design value was 0.3 mm. Part of the
plan was to increase the basic polarization with
various methods of harmonic spin matching
[Assmann 1994], but to get there, some minimum
amount of polarization had to first be established.

The right lower side of Figure 4 shows that the
crms> orbit in 1992 did not reach the <rms> goal
and that with the <rms> the polarization was poor
and seemed to get worse with time. Since no
global re-alignment was performed in 1992, the
maximum polarization LEP reached in the
19921993 running cycle was 8Y0.

To save money, and because the luminosity in the
previous running cycle had been good, the regular
global survey and re-alignment had been skipped
since the installation. Foflunately, there were data
available to investigate the situation. The vedical
movement in six critical or suspect areas, namely
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the four experimental straights, the arcs under the
Jura Mountain, and the injection area in Point 1,

1,5

comprising just over half of all quadruples in LEP, 1
had been monitored [Hublin 1992]. Figure 5 shows 0,5
the statistical summary of these data. As in Figure
1, outliers up to 9 standard deviations are visible. ~ 0
As will become clear, it is not sufficient to focus on ~-o.5

the one statistical number alone (the <rms> devia- # _,
tion). To tell the whole story one must examine how $
individual misalignments come about. =–1.5

Except for the isolated outliers the crms> devia- -2

tions in the 6 different parts of LEP surveyed are in -2.5
agreement with each other. They all group between
0.5and 0.6 mm, indicating that whatever the proc- -?;2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

ess is which makes the tunnel floor move, it is not magnet number

dissimilar in the different geological strata of LEP. Figure 6 The movement of 48 Quadruples in Point 1 of
LEP between 1989 and 1993. The elements were ~laced

As outlined above, the focus in accelerator survey there in 1988; a control survey was done in 1989. The data

and alignment in recent years has been on shown have a second order polynomial subtracted.
smoothness. Good data on global movements are hard to come by. Therefore, in the following dis-
cussion the results for Point 1 will be taken as representative for all of LEP. Point 1, the injection
straight, was chosen because it was the most extensively surveyed area of LEP; data were available
for eve~year sta~ing with 1989; no additional construction which would corrupt the data had taken
place after installation. Also, the components had been placed there only 8 months before the first
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Figure 7 The crms> deviation of 48 quadruples (data of
Figure 6) in the straight section of Point 1 vs. time. The
curves show the expected development of crms> if all
points in the tunnel would move systematic (unidirectional)
or truly random, respectively. Also shown is a curve for a
relaxed design criteria of crms>=O.4 mm instead of the ac-
tual design value 0.1 mm in the case of systematic move-
ment. The error bars are the estimated systematic errors;;
the statistical error on the crms> alone would be in the mi-
cron reg~n.

control survey.

The usual problem of datum definition and
smoothing fits had to be addressed. It was found
that the type of fit had great impact on the amount
of movement found. In other words, the smoothing
routine eliminated deformations which had to be
regarded as real. This effect was, as one would
expect, especially pronounced at both ends of the
survey (toward magnet numbers 1.25 and 1.75).
After applying polynomial fits up to fourth order it
was decided to limit polynomial fits to second or-
der and evaluate the data in two alternate ways:

Method 1:. A second order polynomial was fitted to
the leveling results and subtracted. All calculations
were performed on the modified data. They are
plotted in Figure 6. It was felt that the measure-
ments were of very high quality in a homogeneous
environment (e.g., the straight of Point 1 does not
contain an experimental hall with its inherent tem-
perature gradients) and that systematic deforma-
tions requiring polynomials of higher order should
be negligible. For a straight line fit (not shown) a
pitch between 0.2 and 0.4 microradian was found

for the 5 sets of data, well within the estimated systematic error of the instrument.

The <rms> values were calculated with Method 1 for each survey and plotted vs. time in Figure 7, to-
gether with cuwes for random and for systematic movement of the tunnel floor. If each point would
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move truly randomly the misalignment would grow with the usual form proportional to the square root
of time (lower dashed curve). In the systematic case (solid curve in the middle), in contrast, the ap-
parent <rms> deviation will grow linearly with time. It is quite evident that the data are consistent only

-“7,2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
magnetnumber

\

Figure 8 The movement of 47 Quadruples in Point 1 of
LEP. Similar to Figure 6, except that the movements were
related to the next neighbor quadruples as described in
the text.

with a predominantly systematic movement.

Two obvious differences between the two types of

movement can be pointed out: (1) Since the
movement is built upon an existing finite <rms>

from the installation placement, the rate of change -

in the <rms> description for very short time spans

(days to months) is finite for the random case, but

zero for the systematic curve. This has important

potential consequences for the operational day-to-

day, possibly mechanical remote, alignment for
future colliders. (2) For large time spans (years)
the cuwes diverge when the systematic case en-
ters the linear regime. This has consequences for
the long-term (let’s say yearly) maintenance
alignment for future colliders.

For the latter case it is apparent from Figure 7 that
for LEP the projected <rms> deviation for end-
1993 is nearly twice what one might expect under
the assumption of a truly random movement of the

tunnel floor and the magnets attached to it. It must be emphasized that the main result, namely the
clear favoring of systematic over random movement, is independent of the order of polynomial used
(up to fourth. order were investigated, but it was felt that the higher orders were reducing the ampli-
tude of true tunnel movements, see above).

Method 2: For each magnet the average deviation to the next neighbors was determined. All calcula-
tions are pedormed on this “new” (more precisely: the original) set of elevation differences. This
method has the advantage of eliminating all model dependencies as well as to be most representa-

tive of the actual method of measuring-elevations
‘(directly from magnet to magnet). Treating the data
this way also allows them to be regarded as a set
of measure~nts independent of each other, which
makes the statistical treatment cleaner (not that it
matters for the conclusions of systematic vs. ran-
dom movements). For Method 2 the data are
shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 9 crms> deviations were calculated and
theoretical curves plotted, similar to Figure 7. It is
not surprising that in the case of the “next neighbor
deviation” the <rms> values are smaller than with
Method 1. In fact, the January 1989 control survey,
8 months after installation, yields a <rms> value of
only 0.09 mm. But as in the case of the straight line
data, Fjgure 9 shows that the degradation of align-
ment points clearly toward systematic tunnel
movements, such that the crms> in 1993 was al-
ready 0.55 mm.

How can this information be used profitably? Sur-
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Figure 9 The crms> deviation of 47 quadruples in the

straight section of Point 1 vs. time, similar to Figure 7, but
evaluated with Method 2. The curves show the expected
development of <rms> if all points in the tunnel would move
systematic (unidirectional) or truly random. Also shown is a
curve for a relaxed design criteria of crms>=O.3 mm instead
of the actual design value 0.1 mm.
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veying and aligning a machine of LEP’s size is a costly enterprise. But even more costly is to loose
operating beam time by running a machine which is not optimally aligned. Since the movement of the
floor can be anticipated based on the history of the movements, it will be shown that the positioning
can be biased in a way to ensure that within reasonable limits the <rms> quadruple (or any other)
deviation gets better with time [Running With The W~nd,l CERN Courier 34,4 (1994) p.1 9]. The time
span after it reaches a minimum in <rms> only depends on the magnitude of the <rms> error one is
willing to suffer at start-up. But this has as a requirement that the alignment tolerances are set ra-
tionally from the outset. It is clear that the original design tolerance for LEP (0.1 mm) was unneces--

sarily tight. Otherwise the machine could not have produced good luminosity even with <rms> orbit
deviation approaching 1 mm.
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Figure 10 The Gedankenexpetiment of Running With The
Wind. using Method 2. By choosing the initial crms> value
wisely the “integrated” closed orbit deviation over an align-
ment cycle can be minimized and the number of re-
alignments can be reduced.

actual survey data, shows that the measured
~erms> for Method 1 will go down (in this Gedanken

experiment, at least) to 0.20 mm in 1993. After that
we have no data, but presumably the <rms> would
grow again. and reach a value of 0.5 mm for the
misalignment <rms> as late as 1995. Figure 11
shown the <rms> analysis analogue to Figures 7
and9. The fitted minimum crms> reached in 1993,
0.21 mm, is very close to the starting crms> value
of 1989, 0.19 mm. The difference between the two
is indicative of the random content of the move-
ment, or any non-linearity in its systematic time de-
pendence. In any case, both contributions must be
small, below the 10% level, judging from the data.

With this concept the time averaged <rms> would
have been kept below 0.4 mm, while deferring re-
alignment, for 4 years. The time span of no global
re-alignment can be extended by two methods: (1)
tolerating a higher initial <rms> and/or (2) aligning

--

So let’s assume that an <rms> tolerance of 0.4
mm as defined with Method 1 would be tolerable.
Then, from Figure 7 we know that in 1991 the
<rms> value was 0.36 mm, below that value. Fig-
ure 10 shows the result from the following
Gedanken experiment: in 1991 we place all quad-
ruples in locations off-set from the smooth beam
line by amounts opposite to what they would move
in the next 2 years assuming the movement be-
tween 1989 and 1991 continues linearly. The new
locations correspond to the difference between
the 1989 and the 1991 locations, to a <rms> of
0.34 mm (this is lower than the 1991 <rms>, see
Figure 7). Since the movements are unidirec-
tional, two years later the machine should again
be in good alignment. Indeed, Figure 10, using the
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Figure 11 The crms> of 48 quadruples in the straight of
Point 1 of LEP in the Gedanken experiment performed in
1991 as described in the text. For 92 and 93 (December of
1992) the calculations are based on actual survey data (x’s)
and show that biased alignment (Running With The Wind
would have worked well. The data beyond 1993 (+ ’s) use a
linear extrapolation of the 91->93 movement, but the initial
positioning derived from the 89->91 data.

1 The coinage of this expression is probably due to John Poole of CERN’s SL division
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Figure 12 Movement of HERA wall monuments over a 20
month period. The four large movements are due to the
loading of the experimental halls. Othewise no systematic
ground motion can be recognized. Also, the <rms> values
are rather constant (between 0.16 and 0.18 mm).

the outliers from time to time.

Could the method of the Gedanken experiment be
used in the installation of accelerator elements?
Probably yes, since the tunnel can be surveyed ~
long before placement of the elements and the fi-
nal smoothing phase of alignment. The move-
ments of the floor at the magnet locations can be
monitored and magnet placement can be biased -
to take the known floor movements into account.
Instinctively, engineers responsible for alignment
want to line up the elements along an ideal (or at
least smooth) orbit, but we know now there is a
predictable time dependency of the smoothness;
we should use it for better results by biasing the
position of critical machine elements as described
above.

All outliers in Figure 5 could be identified. Without
exception they were due to particularly rapid floor
movements and not to human error. Outliers can
be damped with preventive survey and biased
positioning before installation. While their number

is not large~nd, therefore, their impact can be eliminated with a relatively small effort, they do have a
large impact on the <rms> and consequently on operation. A good example is element 1.685 in Fig-
ures 6, 8, and 10 which could have been easily kept at small deviations, thus minimizing its consider-
able contribution to the overall <rms>. With this approach reality might actually be made to agree with
the <rms> cut-offs in simulations [Keil 1992].

Is the unidirectionality of floor movements as found in LEP (and PEP, the SPS, ....) a universal law?
Definitely not (again following the Fischer Principle). A good example is HERA at DESY. It is build in
sand; there are no preferred geological movements. Consequently, the survey history of the monu-

ments in the tunnel walls show only random movement. Figure 12, when compared to the LEP Fig-
“ures 6 and 8, qualitatively shows this to be true.

So, in the end, what makes the tunnels move? It is
believed mostly the geology of the site: details of
the water flow, soil type, fault lines. Simple things
like that. No tunnel floor can be built strong enough
to re,sist the motion of the mountains. One good fi-
nal example is the case of TT20 in a SPS transfer
tunnel (Figure 13). There are several different ex-
planations how this movement comes about. Some
point to certain errors in the construction layout,
which funnels water to this location. Others blame
only the geology. In the end it does not matter.
TT20 moves, year-in, year-out, in one direction.
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learned only one thing from him (and I learned many) it would be: science is everywhere. While at
CERN he furnished me with Fred Linker’s data. The last conversation I had with him was about
“systematic” tunnel movements; he was urging me to write this paper about my LEP analysis because
he wanted the data and analysis for his work on the NLC. A duty I herewith discharge.

Karl Brown was instrumental for the depth to which I continued to probe the matter: during a visit to
CERN he encouraged me to continue the studies 1wanted to terminate because the systematic na-
ture of tunnel movements was “too obvious”. I still can hear him say: “obvious things in physics, which
strangely enough nobody else has noticed, turn often enough out to be important”.

Much of what I know about the complexities of survey and alignment are due to Robert Ruland and
the crew he and I were lucky enough to be able to put together for the construction of SLC: Horst
Friedsam (now Argonne), Will Oren (now CEBAF), and Matt Pietryka.

On the international level over the years I have drawn on the experience and advice of Franz Loffler
(DESY) and Michel Mayoud (CERN). Michel Hublin and Jean-Pierre Quesnel of CERN were very
generous with their painstakingly collected and documented SPS and LEP data. Looking at their ma-
terial, I believe I realized for the first time that our PEP observations (unidirectionality) were no acci-
dent. Similarly, the HERA data from Willfried Schwarz, and their lack of systematic movement, were a
real eye opener.

While in the AP group at CERN many people suffered from my questions and my (ab)use of them as
a sounding board. I am especially grateful to Karl Berkelman (CESR), Albert Hofmann, Eberhard Keil,
Olivier Napoly (Saclay) and Bruno Zotter for their patience and constructive criticism.

My sabbatical only”,became a reality through the support and help of Charles Prescott, Burton Richter,
and Richard Taylor.

And last, but not least, I want to thank my division leader, David Leith, and my co-group leader, David
Fryberger, for their support and encouragement to finish this work.
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